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The Linear Boltzmann Operator-Spectral Properties

and Short-Wavelength Limit

by M. Klaus
Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Zürich, Schönberggasse 9, CH-8001 Zürich, Switzerland

(18. IX. 74)

Abstract. The spectrum of the linear Boltzmann operator for hard spheres is investigated for large
wave numbers k (k 2n\X, X wavelength of the initial disturbance). This is done by converting the
eigenvalue problem for the Boltzmann operator into an analogous problem for a related but more tractable

operator. These spectral properties are of some consequence with regard to the time evolution
generated by the linear Boltzmann operator - it is shown that the contribution of the collision operator
is reduced to that of the collision frequency in the limit k -*¦ °°.

1. Introduction

In order to test the linearized Boltzmann equation, the propagation of sound in
monoatomic gases is very intensively studied at present [15, 16]. One distinguishes
between two regimes according to the ratio Xjl (X wavelength of sound, / mean free
path of the gas molecules). The case X > / corresponds to the Clausius gas, which is well
described by the Navier-Stokes approximation, whereas for X 4,1 we have the Knudsen
regime. It is generally assumed that the latter and the transition from one regime to the
other are adequately described by the linearized Boltzmann equation.

Most experiments on sound propagation are of the source problem type. The sound
wave is generated by an emitter, roughly speaking, an oscillating wall [9]. Theoretically,
at high frequencies, there seems to occur an interesting phenomenon, namely the
absorption of point eigenvalues of the linear Boltzmann operator in its continuous
spectrum. This event characterizes the transition region X « /. In this connection,
mathematical questions, such as the analytic continuation of eigenvalues into the continuum
and the possible occurrence of spectral concentration, arise and have been treated
recently by several authors [16,17].

In this work we look at the initial value problem for the linearized Boltzmann
equation in an infinite medium. Suppose, at time t 0, a spatially periodic initial
disturbance h(x, v, 0) which evolves in time according to the linearized Boltzmann equation

dh dh

-+v- -Ih. (1.1)
dt dx

With the ansatz h(x,\,t) =f(\)exp(ikx — icot) we get

-i(of= -i(kv)f- If -Bkf (1.2)

/ denotes the linearized collision operator.
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We notice that we are also led to equation (1.2) when we consider a general initial
disturbance/(x,v,0). By a spatial Fourier transformation we see that the transformed
function/(k,v,0) must satisfy (1.2).

For fixed k the allowed frequencies co are eigenvalues of the operator —iBk. If k
varies, the complex-valued function (o(k) describes a so-called dispersion law.

In the sequel we will study the spectral properties of Bk. After a review of some
known results, the spectrum a(Bk) will be investigated in the limit k -> <x>, that is, in the
short-wavelength limit (Corollary 6.3). Our method is to consider the eigenvalue
problem for an operator closely related to Bk in the space LJU3) instead of L2(U3).
But, as we shall see, certain other Fp-spaces serve for the same purpose as well. We show
that the operator-£k generates not only a contraction semigroup, but even a bounded
semigroup of negative type, at least for sufficiently large k (Theorem 9.1). Furthermore,
it is seen in this connection that the semigroup generated by —Bk has, in a certain sense, a
limit as /c -> oo (Theorems 9.2 and 9.3).

Throughout the whole work we shall confine ourselves to a hard sphere interaction
of the molecules and we shall consider the full linear Boltzmann operator.

2. The Operators / and Bk

The linearization procedure which leads to (1.1) suggests the introduction of a
Hilbert space Z_(v;<p0dV) where the scalar product is given by

f *
1

<f,g> J 9ofgd3v (po= —,3/2(2n)

(the Maxwellian <p0 occurs as a weight function).
Introducing the new functions

f=9hl2f
we can go over to the ordinary Hilbert space of square-integrable functions, L2(R3), and
we have

(f,g) jfid3v <fgy.

We mainly refer to this Hilbert space in the following. The a will be dropped. All
quantities have been made dimensionless and are normalized such that v(0) 1 (see b)
below). This can always be achieved by choosing suitable scale factors [3].

The propagation vector k is considered as a (real) parameter.
The operator / has the following properties :

a) It can be decomposed into two parts

I=v(v)-K v=\y\ (2.1)

where K is a sum of two integral operators

¦ K=K2-K. (2.2)

KJyA) — |v - v'|exp[-K»2 + v'2)] (2.3)
7«toc,

«Äff
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A_(v,v')
1 1

2n \\ — v
— exp +

(v2 - v'2)2

v-V

v+-\ [dxi -x*/2

101

(2.4)

(2.5)

b) The collision frequency v(v) is a monotonically increasing function with an
asymptote for v -*¦ oo. Denoting the slope of the asymptote by b > 0, we have

v(v)>b-v v^O. (2.6)

Furthermore v(0) 1.

c) Kis a compact, positive, self-adjoint operator on Z_(R3) [3, 2].

d) /= v(v) — Kis a self-adjoint operator on D(I) D(v(v)).

e) /> 0; zero being a five-fold degenerate eigenvalue with the normalized eigen-
functions

9h'2l vtcp1'2 (/=1,2,3);
VT5

CO1'2fo

corresponding to the five additive constants of the motion in a binary collision.

f)The spectrum of I, a(I), consists of a discrete and an essential part. The latter, or
'continuum', is identical with the set of values which v(v) assumes as v takes on all
possible values, i.e. the interval [l,°o). The discrete part consists of infinitely many
eigenvalues in the interval [0,1) which accumulate at 1 [12]. It is possible that some
eigenvalues lie in the continuum (Fig. 1).

®

H XX X

Figure 1

The spectra of / and Bk, x eigenvalues of /, o eigenvalues of Bk.
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We now consider the operator Bk :

g) It follows from relation (2.6) that we can take D(Bk) D(I) D(v(v)). Then
Bk is closed, unbounded and not self-adjoint.

h) Re(Bkff) (Iff) Sì 0 (see e)). Therefore a(Bk) lies in the right half-plane.

i) a(Bk) is symmetric with respect to the real axis, and we have : if/(v) is an eigen-
function belonging to the eigenvalue X then/(—v) is an eigenfunction for I.

j) a(Bk) consists of the continuum G (ik\ + v(v)lv e R3) and a discrete part of
isolated eigenvalues with finite multiplicity which can only accumulate on the boundary
of G (Fig. 1). It is, in principle, possible that some eigenvalues lie in the continuum.1)

k) The residual spectrum of Bk is empty [17].

For later use, we list some further properties of the integral operator K. We no
longer restrict ourselves to the space F2(R3).

1) AT is a bounded operator in LJU3), 1 </> < ». This follows from the symmetry
of the kernel K(\,\') together with the boundedness of [4, p. 527]

J>(v,v')|dV^C (2.7)

We have \\K\\„ ^ C independent ofp.

m) K is also bounded as an operator from LJU3) to LC0(R3), if f <p < ». This is
evident if we observe that (1 (ljp) + (lip')):

\Kf\ 4 J \K(y,V)\>'d3v'Y 11/11, s CJy) ||/||p. (2.8)

In view of (2.3) and (2.4) the integral exists if 1 4-p' < 3, i.e. f <p 4, », and CJy) is a
bounded function with respect to v. Thus we have

Wf\L < sup CJy)) U/H, C,||/||,. (2.9); sup CJy)) |

n) The function C,(v) introduced in (2.8) satisfies the inequality

Cp(y)4yp(l+v2)-1'2"' y„>0 (2.10)

as can be shown by an explicit evaluation of the integral.

The statements in m) and n) indicate that Kf in general satisfies stronger bounds
than/ does. Slightly generalizing Grad's results, we obtain as a further 'smoothing
property' of K [3] :

o) If l/l < (1 + v'2y then

f \K(y,y')\" \f(y')\ d3v' < /Ja,r(l + v2)-1'2 (2.11)

») B. Nicolaenko [17, p. 146] claims this to be impossible except for A v(0) 1. We submit that
this is not proven.
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r may be any real number, and q is restricted to 1 < q < 3. Of course, the statements
above are also valid for each one of the kernels KJy,y') and K2(v,v') separately. If the
constants Cp, y„ and ßqr only refer to one of these kernels, we distinguish them by upper
indices, C^, y(,2)... etc.

p) Let us denote by MR {yjv ^ R) the ball of radius R > 0 in v-space. We
consider the space Vip(ß,MR) of continuous functions defined on MR which satisfy a

Lipschitz condition with exponent ß there. The following lemma shows that K maps
certain L,-spaces into Lip(/3, MR).

Lemma 2.1: Let/e LJU3), f < p 4 ». Then g Kfe Lip(p\MR), that is

\g(y + Ay)-g(y)\ < C(R,p',ß)\Ay\ß\\f\\p (2.12)

uniformly in v;

3-o'
v*ZR, \v + Ay\^R; 0 < ß < 1 and ß <—j-.

P

Proof: To prove this lemma, we follow Kantorowitsch and Akilow [6, p. 293].
It is sufficient to consider only the kernel A_(v, v') which is not as well-behaved as KJy, v').
It will follow immediately from the proof for K2 that Kx satisfies (2.12) with ß 1 and
C(R,p',ß) independent of R. This is due to the exponential factors occurring in Kx.
Using Holder's inequality we have

\g(y + Ay)-g(v)\ < (j \K2(y + Ay,y')-K2(y,y')\"'d3v'J"' \\f\\„. (2.13)

We split the integral into two parts corresponding to the domains Dx and D2. Dx is the
interior of a sphere with radius 2\Ay\ and centre at v, £>2 is the exterior part. Integrating
first over Dx, we get

(\l/i>' / f fr-p-Cy y'\ S1'"'

j Ki'(y,y')d3v'\ ',Jp-\y-y'\ßP'd3v') <2'|/!v|'i4 (2.14)
D, / V^ lV _ V I /

and

I j K%'(y + Av,y')d3v'\ =((" K^ + ^\y + Ay-y'r'd3Vr
y + Ay-y'\ßp'

43ß\Ay\ßA (2.15)

where A is defined by

:/ *_'(?, TO j3
Iv-v'l""'

Up'

d3v'\ 4 A (2.16)

A is finite ifp'(ß + 1) < 3, that is ß < (3 —p')jp'. This is one of the conditions imposed
on ß in Lemma 2.1. By means of Minkowski's inequality, we get

h J \K2(y+Ay,y') - K2(y,y')\p'd3v'\ 4 (2ß + 3ß)\Ay\ß A (2.17)
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The integral over D2 can be estimated as follows

\iip-
\K2(y+ Ay,y')-K2(y,y')\"'d3v'

D2

/_ J |X_(v+ zlv.vO-^^vOI'-d3»'

< |Jv| M J |(gradY A_) (v + XAy, y')\dX \ d3 v'
Up'

|(gradY^2)(v + Azlv,v')|dA) d3v'\
\D2 \0 IINow we take into account that in F>2

|v + XAy - y'\ >\v- v'| - X\Ay\ >\v- v'| - \A\\ > _|v - v'|.

Thus

/2<21-*|zlv| j J|(gradï/Q(v+/Ldv,v')l|v + ^v-v'|1~/'

(2.18)

(2.19)

dX

x\y-y'\"'Cß-1»d3v'
Up'

X>2 LO

<21-"|Jv| J J|(gradv#2)(v + Azlv,vO|p> + ,lJv-v'|(1-'')*'dA j dX
1 Lo

x\y-y'\"'ce-1»d3v'
Up'

< \Ay\" j dX J" |(gradvA:2)(v + /lzlv,v')|p'|v + ^v-v'|<1-*)','d3t)'. (2.20)
O D2

The step from the second to the last inequality is only allowed if we require that ß < 1.

This gives the additional condition on ß. To proceed further, we note that K2(y,y')
has the form (2.4) |v-v'| -B(y,y') where B(y, y') is a bounded (positive) function. We
have

I a vc „, ^ |gradTi?(v,v')l B(y,y')
|grad„A_(v,v')| ^ ; +

v —v V —V
(2.21)

A direct calculation which makes strong use of property o) from above shows that on
MR

™pM
|gradvÄ(v,v')r J3

v —v '\ßp'

Up'

d3v'\ 4B(R) (2.22)

with B(R) ~ Rllp for R -> ».
Using Minkowski's inequality again we obtain from equations (2.21) and (2.22)(\i/j>'f(\(gr&dyK2)(v + XAy,y')\\y + XAv-y'\1-')''d3v'\ ^B(R) + A. (2.23)
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Therefore I2 is estimated by

/2 < \Ay\"(B(R) + A) (2.24)

and finally

j* \K2(y + Ay, v') - K2(y, v')|*' d3p'Y"

< /i + /2 < [(2* + 3« + 1)/1 + 5(A)] |_Jt|» C(JI,/»',ä|4t|'. (2-25)

Furthermore, we have

lim C(R,p',ß) », lim C(R,p',ß) » (/>'>_¦)
J>'->3 ß_(3_,.)/p,

and

C(R,p',ß)~R1"'-+oa as Ä-»¦ «G» # go).

If/» > 3 we can take /9=1.

3. Results of Perturbation Theory

a) The analytic perturbation ik\
Some conclusions about the local behaviour of the eigenvalues may be drawn from

the theory of analytic perturbation. In this context, we refer to the book of Kato [8,
p. 365]. Ifwe consider z'kv ikvz xvz(z cos -fc (k, v)) as a perturbation of the operator
/, where now the parameter x is allowed to take on any complex value, Bx forms a
holomorphic family of type (B) [14, 18]. Therefore, the isolated eigenvalues depend
holomorphically on x with only algebraic singularities (branch points). That means :

if Aq is an eigenvalue of Bko, then at least one eigenvalue X(k) of Bk with lim X(k)
k-*ko

Xo(k0) lies in a certain neighbourhood of X0(k0). Thus, an isolated eigenvalue cannot
'suddenly appear' or 'disappear'. But it is possible that an eigenvalue tends to infinity
or becomes absorbed by the continuum.

In the first case, i.e. \X(k)\ -> », we will see in b) that X(k) is confined to a strip
k-tko

of width \\K\\ around G. The second case is especially striking if we choose x real. Then
the eigenvalues of Bx xvz + v(v) — K are real. The continuum covers the interval from
inf{(,xi>z + v(v))\v ^ 0,-1 < z < 1} to +». The lower bound decreases monotonically
with increasing \x\, as long as \x\ < b (2.6). But for \x\ > b the continuum covers the
whole real axis and the eigenvalues have been absorbed by the continuum. Responsible
for this is the sudden extension of the continuum for real x. In the true Boltzmann
operator (where x ik) the continuum does not share this property. But, nevertheless,
we shall see in the following section that the eigenvalues have a 'tendency to the
continuum'.

Note 3.1: For Grad's hard power-law potentials [3] with angular cut-off, the
considerations above are not valid. In this case v(v) behaves like v", 0 < a < 1 for v -> »
(a 1 — (4/5), interaction potential ~l/rs, s ^ 4). As a consequence, the perturbation
xvz is not relatively bounded with respect to / and D(I) D(v(v)) is not contained in
D(vz). Thus Bx does not form a holomorphic family of type (B). For any real x # 0
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the continuum covers the whole real axis and for \x\ -> 0 an analytic perturbation series
does not necessarily exist. The perturbation should rather be considered within the
framework of asymptotic perturbation theory [8] (see also [13]).

b) K as a perturbation

Apart from the 'local' results described above, only little can be said about the
location of the eigenvalues of Bk by means of perturbation theory alone. We merely
want to mention a very rough result which can be obtained by regarding the bounded
operator AT as a perturbation in Bk.

Setting

A=iky + v(v) (3.1)

Ax (A - X)'1 (iky + v(v) - A)"1, XeC (3.2)

we obtain for the resolvent of Bk(X £ a(Bk))

(Bk - X)-1 (A-K- X)-1 (i-AxK)'1 Ax= 2 (A,K)" Ax.
n=0

The series converges whenever ||/4„AT|| < 1.

Because \\AX\\ l/dist[A,(j] the convergence is guaranteed if dist[A,G] > \\K\\,
and therefore

dist[X,G]>\\K\\ implies Xep(Bk). (3.3)

We note that this result becomes meaningless in the limit k -> ». In this limit, it is
even weaker than statement 2.h), because \\K\\ > 1 (which follows from the fact that
(Kff) (v(v)ff) > 1 if/is an eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue zero of
I).

4. A First Proposition Concerning the Global Behaviour of the Eigenvalues

We begin by converting the eigenvalue problem for Bk

(A- ;.)/= (A -K- X)f= (iky + v(v) -K-X)f=0 (4.1)

into a more convenient form. As (A — X) is invertible, we see that (4.1) is equivalent to

AxKf=f (4.2)

In the following we assume that X $ G.
Then AXK is a bounded operator on L2(R3) (each of the two factors is bounded).

Therefore (4.2) and consequently (4.1) have no solution if ||/4_if || < 1. This gives us a
practical criterion to discuss the regions where eigenvalues of Bk can occur : we only
need to find out the A- and ^-dependence of \\AXK\\. The following theorem shows indeed
that the eigenvalues move towards the continuum as k increases.

Theorem 4.1: For any e > 0 there exists a ke > 0 so that for k~^kt the half-plane
Re A ^ 1 — e lies within the resolvent set p(Bk).
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Proof: We have, by means of the Schwarz inequality,

\\AxKf\\2 (AxKf, AxKf) (Kf, A\AxKf)

<\\Kf\\\\A*AxKf\\4\\K\\\\A*xAxKf\\ U/H- (4.3)

Now we concentrate on the expression \\AfAxKf\\.
Remembering the property 2.m) of the operator K we can write

(4.4)\\A*AxKf\\2
f .\Kf\2d3v C d3v

¦* c il /"H2

|/kv + v(tO-A|4"~21"" J |/kv + v(ü)-A|4

set A Xi + iX2 and obtain

Ç d3v f Ç v2dvdz
J |ikv + v(v) - A|4

~ '* J J [(kvz - A2)2 + (v(v) - XJ2]2
0 -1

2n r r vdvdu
<

k J J [u2 + (v(v) - XJ2]2
O -to

7t2 f vdv
_

Q(XJ

v)-XJ3
(4.5)

In the transformations made above, we have introduced the new variable u kvz — X2.

By extending the integration over u from —» to +» the A2-dependence has dropped out.
Therefore Q(XJ is only defined for Xx < 1. We observe that Q(XJ increases monotonic-
ally for Xx -> 1.

Together with (4.3) and (4.5) we finally get

\\AXK\\ < C'AWKW1'2 Q^XJk-1'*. (4.6)

Relation (4.6) shows that if we choose kz C2\\K\\2 Q(l — e) the assertion of Theorem
4.1 is proved.

Since s -> 0 implies kt -> », Theorem 4.1 only leads to the modest result that
the eigenvalues tend towards the line Re X 1 for k -> » which becomes the boundary of
the continuum in this limit.

5. The Operator AxK in the Space Lt(R3) and a Preliminary Lemma

In order to investigate further the behaviour of the eigenvalues of Bk, it is necessary
to study the operator A x K and in particular its norm for A e G. For this purpose, it has
proved to be an advantage to consider the operator in certain Lp-spaces. Here we shall
deal in detail with the space Lt(R3) because then the considerations are simplified in
many respects. Other spaces will also be treated later on.

We prove the following theorem :

Theorem 5.1: AXK is a bounded operator on LJU3) for A e G.

Proof: To prove Theorem 5.1 we follow a standard method, namely we first show
the boundedness of AXK on the dense subset LJU3) C\ FJR3). Then, since AXK
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is closed, it is bounded on the whole space F^R3). Suppose / to be an element of
LJU3) fi LJR3). It follows from 2.1) that Kfe LJU3) fi F„(R3). Furthermore, we will
show that Kfe D(AX). Let us consider

IK.jq.^fsup f,JJ!(T,T?l,fg,.l lll/lli« (sup /wWlIx
\veM3 J \ikv' + v(v')-X\J \veK3 /

<[SUP(/_(T) + /_(T))1||/||_. (5.1)
LveK3 J

The integrals /((v) refer to the corresponding operators Kt (i =1,2) (note that Kx and
K2 are positive functions and that \K\ ^ Kx + K2)

a) .^(v) : the integrand becomes singular for A e G, and the denominator vanishes
on a circle in v'-space. The circle lies in a plane perpendicular to k with centre at X2k~2k
and radius (A-^XXJ2 - Xlkr2)1'2, where X XX + iX2, \X2\ 4 kv^XXJ, v[~1] inverse
function ofv(v). Setting a iky' + v(v') and observing that ^x(v, v') is uniformly bounded
with respect to both variables, KJy,y') <, a, we get

dV C f d3v'

|«-*|<1 \x-X\^l
where

f d3v C C dòv'l^a J VnAÏ\+ J W)dV<*J—+ C<» (5.2)

CCJ»=-sup \ Ki(y,y')d3v'
rreU3

see (2.9).
The remaining integral exists and is a function of A and k. In order to evaluate it,

we substitute the new variables w v(v') and u kv'z' for v' and z'. The differentials
are transformed according to

v[-»(w) 3v[-1](iv)
d3 v' v'2 dv' dz' d9 • du dw d<p. (5.3)

k dw

We get

av[-1](w)

dV 2n

|a-A| /c

(w)-

la-A
dw

— dudw a w + iu. (5.4)

l«-A|«l |ot—A| < 1

The expression

h(w) vt-»(w)—^-ii-rl-j
remains finite as t; -> 0 (w -> 1) though (dv/dv)'1 becomes infinite. Moreover, the function

h(w) is monotonically increasing, hence h(w) < h(Xi + 1) in (5.4). The range of
integration in (5.4) covers the unit circle or part of it in the (u, w)-plane, depending on the
proximity of the point A to the boundary of G.
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Therefore, we can estimate (5.4) from above by integrating over the whole unit
circle, irrespective of the exact position of X :

C d3v' 2n } C* rdrdm (2n)2
< h(Xi + 1)

W- A^-KX x + 1). (5.5)
J \ol-X\ k J J r k

|ct-A|^l 0 0

Therefore, in view of (5.1), AxKis bounded onF1(R3) fi L^R3) and the argument given
at the beginning of the proof applies. Of course, it is not really necessary to introduce
a dense subset. All we need is to show that Ix(y) is a bounded function. Thanks to Fubini's
theorem [7], this already allows us to conclude that R(K) <= D(AX). (R(K) denotes the

range of K.)

b) /2(v) : Here we should notice that the integrand has an additional singularity
at v v'. It originates from the kernel K2(y,y') (2.4) and can coincide with that of Ax.
First we proceed in the same way as in a) :

C K2(y,y')d3v'
J |a-A|

|m-/|«l

(for C<2) see (2.9)).
We choose two Holder exponents/; andp'(l (lip) + (lip')) which are subjected

to the conditions f < p < 2, that is, 2 < p' < 3. We obtain

f *-2(v,v') I r dV \Up I r \1/p'

|«-A|<1 M«t-A|<l ' VK '

(2n)2'" 1 V1"

<Ajjp-^i+iy'p[rrp) k* w
(for ßg>0 see (2.11)). This means that AXK2 is also bounded. So Theorem 5.1 is proved.

Since we know that AXK is a bounded operator on LJU3) even for X e G, it is now
possible to discuss the A- and ^-dependence of AXK similarly as in Section 4, but for
arbitrary A. Yet, since we are dealing with the Li-norm here, we should first set up a
connection between the Lx- and /.-spectrum of Bk.

Lemma 5.2: Iffe L2(U3) is an eigenfunction of Bk, thenfeLJU3).
Proof: We distinguish between two cases:

a) A ÇÉ G: In this case, Ax (iky + v(v) — X)"1 is bounded as a function of v. This
fact, together with property 2.m) implies that every eigenfunction/(which is a solution
of AxKf=f) is bounded, that is, by (2.10):

l/l \AXKf\ < —ji—- d=dist[A,G]>0. (5.9)
d(l + try1*

Since/also satisfies the equation (AxK)2f=fwe can conclude by means of property
2.o) that

2r^hÊ1!±\f\ \(AxK)2f\4
d2 (1+v2)3'*
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Proceeding in this way, we obtain for/= (AxK)*fr

l/l =* const.-(1+v2)-7'* (5.10)

which shows thatfeLJM3).

b) A e G: In this case, every eigenfunction/eL2(R3) of Bk satisfies the equation
/= AxKf but/may or may not be bounded as before./has the form/= Axg, where
g Kf is bounded. The singularity of Axg is locally absolutely integrable. So we only
have to show that / vanishes rapidly enough at infinity to ensure that / belongs to
LJU3).

First considering the function KAxg, we have (5.1)

\KAxgA\\gUlx(v) + I2(y)) (5.11)

Therefore KAxg is bounded, yet, for v -> », we can say more about the behaviour of
this function. We take a sphere with radius rx > 0 in v'-space, so that |a — A| > l(a
iky' + v(v')) if v' > rx. We obtain for K2Axg

|*2^|<||gL J *p+__l. (5.12)

Remembering the explicit form of K2(y, v') (2.4) we get

lexp(-i(v-rj2] r

\ 2«|»-r„| J

!cxp[-Uv-rx)2] f d3v' yg>
i*a^gi<iigti p! * ; I

T—ji + Tï^ui- c5-13)

It follows that there exists a sphere with radius Rx > rx so that for v^ Rx v/e have

|*i^tg|<llglL **L- (5.14)
(1 + v2)1'2

The function KtAxg can be treated analogously. This allows us to choose the radius Rx
giving

\KAxg\ < mi. ^ »>'j?_. (5.15)
(1 + ir)1'-*

But for r < i?A, jRT^ij is bounded according to (5.11). Therefore (5.15) is valid for all
v with a suitable constant b(X). By iteration as in a) we arrive at the conclusion that
(KAJfg is absolutely bounded by a function of the form ~(1 + v2)~2. So we see that
AJKAxfg (AxKYf=f'belongs to L^R3).

6. Discussion of ||/4iÄ'||1. Further Properties of a(Bk)

The preceding investigations enable us to prove

Theorem 6.1: To a given N > 0 there exists a kN > 0 so that, for /c > kN, there exist
no eigenvalues of Bk in the half-plane Re A ^ TV.
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This means that for N > 1 also a certain subset of the continuum is free from
eigenvalues.2)

Proof: We show that \\AxK\\i<l if k> kN and Re A < N. It is therefore our task
to make explicit the A- and /c-dependence of ||^4JL^r||1.

a) H^A^||1: From (5.1) we obtain, by inserting additional powers of (1 + t>'2)into
the integrals,

Kx(y,y')(l+v'2)112
\\A2K\\X 4 sup Z' J,,, dV' 1

R3 J
|«-A|«1

f KJy,v')(l+v'2y J3+ sup ——¦ d3v. (6.1)
V6R3 J \cc-x\(i + v2y

Y|RJ |a-A|(l+t/2)1/2
|ac—A. 1 « 1

ve 033

|a-A|2:l

In the first integral the nominator is bounded, i.e. ^(v, v')(l + v'2)1'2 ^ b0. The second
integral can be estimated by means of Holder's inequality. We choose the Holder
exponents/> and// so that 1 (1/p) + (1///)» 2 < p s£ » and in addition we set y lj2p.
With the notation

sup \K'x'(y,y')(l+v'2y"d3v' bi (__ fl»w„ see (2.11))

we obtain

f dV / f dV \1/p
"•*¦'''«*• J i^JK1 + o-"+t!'" J |,-i|.(i + .t) '

|a-A|=Sl v|a-*l»l
(6.2)

To evaluate these integrals, we make the same transformation of variables which led
from (5.2) to (5.4). But now this produces a factor h(w)(l + (v^Xw)2)'1'2 which is
bounded by a constant c. We obtain

4t:2 (27r)2/p / 1 \1/p

M_J8T1||1<-A0c+L^-^V^—) (6.3)

The Holder exponent p > 2 is arbitrary. For fixed k the expression on the right side
could be minimized with respect to p. By (6.3), ||^4„^illi is uniformly estimated for
A e C. For X$G and dist[A, G] > 1 the first integral in (6.1) simply drops out.

b) ||.i4_A_lli: First we estimate that part of ]_(v) which corresponds to the
integration over |a — A| Js 1. It will be denoted by A2. We choosep,p',y and c as in a). The
integral

b2 sup f KÏ (v, »0(1+ v'2yp' d3 v'
veR3 J

2) This shows that I v(0) 1 is not a particular point with respect to the point spectrum, see foot¬
note p. 102.
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exists since yp' < _. It follows

1

p-2
Up

A2 < (2n)2/p c1'pb12"" k'1'". (6.4)

This bound is again independent of A.

But the integral over |a — A| < 1 (denoted by AJ yields a A-dependence. We choose
q,q' such that f < q < 2, (1/q) + (1/q') 1 (i.e. 2 < q' < 3) and we set ô l/2q'. Multiplying

the integrand by (1 + v'2)0 we obtain the estimate

Ai<(2n)1«ib1A
v (w) — du dw

dw

la-AI'O+v1-1»2)*1
v|a-A|<l

(6.5)

where

b3 sup f __f(v, V) (1 + v'2)1'2 d3 v'.
(TBI »VER3

The function

dv'~"
v[-1](w) (1 + vl-n(w)2y09 g(w)

dw

tends to infinity like vc_1](w)1_9/9' when w -> ». Through £(w) supg^') we define

a monotonically increasing (positive) function. Then it follows
wl^w

Ai < (2n)2'9b13"»'g(Xi + l)1'« izr^—j k'1'". (6.6)

We observe that b3 tends to infinity as q -*¦ §.
Summarizing, the sum of expressions (6.3), (6.4) and (6.6) is an upper bound for

II^ATHi. For k -*¦ » the power k~llp (p > 2) decreases most slowly. Therefore we can
write

\\AxK\\i< k'1/p(x(p) + g(Xi + l)1'"a(q)). (6.7)

This is valid for k > 1, p > 2 and _¦ < q < 2. The function x(p) resp. a(q) become singular
ifp -> 2 resp. q -> f or q ->¦ 2. The function g(Xx + 1) grows like ~A<11/9)-(1/«') as At -> ».
To a given N>0, the number fcN, which is required by Theorem 6.1, can be expressed
by

kN (x(p)+g(N+l)1"a(q)y (6.8)

kN could in principle be minimized with respect top and q.

Corollary 6.2: To a givene > 0 there exists a kE > 0 so that, for /c > /c£, there are no
eigenvalues of Bk in the region {A|dist[A, G] ^ e}.

This result is of interest in so far as it is independent of Xx, in contrast to Theorem
6.1.
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The proof of Corollary 6.2 follows immediately from the estimates (6.3) and (6.4).
Relation (6.3) can be taken over unchanged whereas the integral corresponding to A2
has now to be evaluated over the range |a — A| ^ e. Therefore, we obtain

A2<(2n)2ipc1'pb1A\-—\ e-wp»k-1/p (6.9)

independent of A.

Combining Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2 we get

Corollary 6.3: To given N > 0 and e > 0 there exists a kNiS so that, for k > kN,e,
there exist no eigenvalue of Bkin the region {A|ReA < JVor dist[A,G] ^ e}.

Note 6.1: The A-dependence of the estimate (6.7) does not allow us to conclude
that there exist no eigenvalues at all for sufficiently large k. The mere estimation of
II^ATIIj. does not seem to be sufficient for a proof. An improvement of the estimate (6.7)
would be easily possible, say, by integrating over the range | a — A | < 1 instead of R3 in the
integral defining the constant b3 in (6.5). Yet, this does not lead to a A-dependence, which
would compensate for the growth of g(Xx + l)1'" in (6.7). Whether the A-dependence
will disappear ifwe use a different function space in place ofF^R3) cannot be excluded
off-hand. However, it seems that those Fp-spaces in which the operator AXK can be
well discussed are not of much more help than the space Ft(R3) (see Section 8).

The A-dependence in (6.7) is due to the fact that the operator A_(v, v') does not have
suitable 'smoothing properties'. It is, for instance, important to notice that the image
J Kl'(y,y')f(v')d3j7 (2<q'< 3) of the function /= (1 + v'2)"'2 (p=l+s,e>0
arbitrarily small) is unbounded and tends to infinity like if, when v -> ». If it were bounded
(as e.g. J KJy,y')f(v')d3v') we could find an upper bound of Ax, which does not depend
on A by a suitable choice of the exponents q, q' and ô.

7. Further Properties of AxK in F,(R3)

The space LJU3) has among other things the advantage that its dual space L_(R3)
is well adapted for our purposes. Forany/eF^R^andg elJR3) we denote by</ij>
\fgd3v, the value of the linear continuous functional (represented by g) at the point/.
The dual operator of K, KT, is defined through

<Kf,g> <f,KTgy (7.1)

KT is an integral operator on LJ^R3) and we can put KT(y, v') K(y', v).

Lemma 7.1: The operator K is compact on LJU3). The proof of this lemma is
based on a theorem of Schauder [7, p. 282] :

Lemma 7.2: A bounded operator in a Banach space is compact if and only if its
dual operator is compact.

We prove Lemma 7.1 in two steps:

a) First we look at the operator KT (7.1) as a mapping from /.„(R3) to C(MR).
C(MR) denotes the Banach space of continuous functions defined on the ball MR,
normed by the usual maximum norm. This mapping has already been considered in 2.p)
where we found that the image is not only contained in C(MR) but even in Lip(/3, MR).
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Now we show that the mapping KT:LJU3) -> C(MR) is compact, i.e. we have to verify
that the image of every bounded subset of Fra(R3) is relatively compact in C(MR).
Since MR is a compact set in R3 the relatively compact subsets of C(MR) can be well
characterized by the Ascoli-Arzelà theorem [7]. Accordingly, a subset of C(MR) is

relatively compact if it is equi-bounded and equi-continuous. First ofall, it follows from
(2.12) that every image of a bounded subset of Fœ(R3) is equi-bounded in C(MR).
Second, since the image functions satisfy a uniform Lipschitz condition, this implies
equi-continuity. Therefore the mapping KT:LJU3) -> C(MR) is compact.

The next step consists of performing the limit R -*¦ ».
b) We denote by PR the projection operator upon C(MR). PR is defined on LM(R3)

according to

(f(y) v<R
(PRf)(y) A _ (7-2)

1^0 v>R.

It follows from a) that PR KTis compact on Fœ(R3). This is evident because KT is compact
as a mapping from Lœ(R3) to C(MR) and because the norm on C(MR) is identical with
the F^-norm.

Next we show that lim \\KT - PR K\\a 0. Then the compactness ofKT follows from
R->oa

a well-known theorem [7, p. 278]: the limit of a norm-convergent sequence of compact
operators is compact. Using property 2.n) with respect to the kernel KT(y, v'), we obtain

I*r/I<7j7^ll/L. <7-3)

By means of this inequality we can write

lim \\KT-PRKT\\a,= iim( sup sup \KTf-PRKTf\)
K-*oo JJ-oo \||/||_.«1 VE») /

lim sup sup \KTf\) < lim ^ 0. (7.4)

Therefore KT is compact and, according to Lemma 7.2, AT is compact too. This proves
Lemma 7.1.

By the same method we can prove the compactness of AXK:

Theorem 7.3: OnF^R3), AXKforms

a) a holomorphic family [11 ] of compact operators when X^G,
b) a continuous family of compact operators when XeG.

Proof:

a) According to Lemma 7.1 K is compact and since Ax (ikv + v(v) — A)-1 is
bounded when A <£ G it follows that AXKis compact, too. Furthermore, A is holomorphic

with respect to A and this is also true for AXK.
b) First, we show the compactness. According to Theorem 5.1 Ax Kis bounded when

XeG. Hence, the dual operator (AXK)T is uniquely determined and bounded onFco(R3).
From the definition (7.1) of the dual operator and Fubini's theorem, it follows that
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(AXK)T KTAX. The tilde means that we have to take the formal extension of the operator

KTAX : we define Ax formally on the whole space Fœ(R3) simply as multiplication by
(ikv + v(v) — Xy1. Generally, this operation leads out of the space FM(R3), but we
are assured (for instance from the proof of Lemma 5.2b) that K maps all functions
Axg(g e F_(R3)) back into the space FM(R3). It is in this sense that we understand the

operator KTA.
1) First we again consider the mapping KÀ~A ^(R3) -»¦ C(MR). Also in this case

it is true that the functions g KTAxf(fe F^R3)) are Lipschitz continuous. To see

this, we estimate the difference |g(v + Ay) — g(y)\ :

\g(v + Ay)-g(y)\ ^ ^iK^y + Ay^-K^y^Woi-XAd'v'^WflL. (7.5)

As usual, we split the integral into two parts corresponding to joe —Aj ^ 1 resp.|a—A| ^ 1.

The former can be estimated by Holder's inequality

J \KT(y + Ay,y') - KT(y,y')\ \a - X^d3^
si

(j\KT(y + Ay,y')-KT(y,y')\p'y"l j T^TJTp) (7-6)

l«-A|«l

l«-A|«l

where f <p < 2, 2 <p' < 3, 1 (1/p) + (1/p'). The integral over the difference of the
kernels has already been evaluated in 2.p). Relation (2.25) yields the desired Lipschitz
condition. The second part is directly estimated by

|«-JL|»1

J \KT(y + Ay,V) - A:r(v,v')| |ot - X\~1d3v'

i\>i

< j \KT(y + Ay,y') - KT(y,y')\d3v'. (7.7)

R3

Again, the integral is of the type discussed in 2.p).
Now it follows as in Lemma 7.1 from the Ascoli-Arzelà theorem that

KrA:LAU3)^C(MR)

is a compact mapping.

2) The limit R -> » can be carried out in the same way as in Lemma 7.1, we merely
have to remember (5.15). Knowing KT A to be compact onF00(R3), Lemma 7.2 implies
the compactness of AXK on F^R3).

3) Continuity of the family AXK: we show that AxKis, with respect to A, continuous
in the operator norm. For this purpose, we estimate

r |^(v,v')|d3»' \
\\(AXi - AXl)K\\i 4 \Xi - XJ sup

' ¦' ,' U \Xi - XJ sup /(v; XX,X2).
veR3\J |a-A1||a-A2|/ '¥.RJ
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To treat the integral I2(v;XuX2) we use a method sketched in Vekua [5, p. 33]. We
draw a circle around Xx with radius p 21 Xi — X2 | in the A-plane and distinguish between
two regions in v'-space:

Gi {y'\\tx-Xi\^p} and G2 {v'| |a- XJ < p}.

Whenv' e Gx, we have |a — A2| > i\cc-XJ, and therefore, by using Holder's inequality
with f < p < 2, 2 < p' < 3, 1 (1/p) + (1/p'), we get

\K(v,y')\d3v' „ [\K(y,y')\ j3d31>
f |*(v,y')|dV ^ r |*(v,v;

J |a — Ajlla — A2| J |a — At|
Gì Gì

<2(||JC(,,,.,|^„.),"'(J_^FJ". (7.9,

Ci

The first factor represents a bounded function with respect to v. Making the substitution
(5.3), the second can be estimated by

\AA-2i \r^r%^Mi-w-*-+°A-»"- CT.I0»
J |a — XJ2" k J |a —AjI2"

Gi

where we used an estimate of the form h(w) 4 bx + b2r,r \cc — XJ, ct w + iu. The,
quantities aua2,bi and b2 depend on Xx. In case ofv' e G2, we have (with the same Holder
exponents)

r \K(y,y')\d3v' / r V"' I f d3v' \l/p
\ -LAJAl <[ {\K(y,y')\p'd3v'\ I — — (7.11)

J ja-A_|[a-A_| \RV / \]\«->-i\>-*2\pJ
G2 °2

Again the first factor is bounded with respect to v. For the second we get

f d3v' 2n r dudw „ ,_ _<— h(w) w ReAi+p. (7.12)
J |a-A_|*|a-A_|' k K) J |a - XJp\a - XJ"

G2 G2

To investigate the singularity of this integral in the limit | At — A2| -> 0 we replace the
variable a w + iu by a new one, £, according to

£ £ + »?=
g~ A; dudw=\Xi-X2\2didt1 (7.13)

\A.X — ÀJ

*~Xl *~h +ilZi2_ C + ^e. (7.14)
\Xi — X2\ lAj—A2| |At —A

We obtain

dudw f d£dr/j^n^.-^ j^L^,,-,,,".. *..„
ÌCK2
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It follows from equations (7.8), (7.10) and (7.15) that

\\(AXl-AxJK\\i < cJXi - XJ'2""-1 + c2\Xi - A2|<3^=1(f <P < 2). (7.16)

Hence, the continuity of AxK is obvious.

Note 7.1: Since AXKis compact even for XeG, the eigenvalues possibly existing
inside G are of finite multiplicity.3) The continuity of Ax K with respect to A is not used
in the following. It merely shows that the operator-valued function AXK, being a
holomorphic family outside G, is continuously extended into the domain G.

8. The Operator AXKin Certain Fp-Spaces

In our previous considerations, the space Ft(R3) was merely a tool for the discussion
of the behaviour of theF2-spectrum of Bk in which we were mainly interested. However,
there are other spaces serving this purpose.

First we consider Fp-spaces with 1 < p < 2, which can be treated similarly to the
space LJU3). We estimate the F,-norm of AXK:

\K(y v')l \1/p' |/(V)N \K(y,y')Aaip)d3V

iA"mP * (J )V^lf(vTd3v') ' I l*(y>v')|rfv)"/P (8.1)

and with (2.7)

\K(y y')\d3v\llp
WAiKfW^CW'WfWp sup 1 |

' ,' j- a iky + v(v) (8.2)
(r\K(y,y']

flP sup —¦
v'<=R3\.J |a —,

Splitting the integral into two parts as it is already familiar to us, we see that only the
integral over| a — A| ^ 1 requires a closer inspection. By using Holder's inequality, we get

|«-A|<1 R |«-/|«1

We must have 2<q' <3, \<q<2 and pq < 2. These conditions can only be
simultaneously fulfilled if 1 4p < f. When/» > f the above conclusions are not justified.

We have thus proved the first part of

Theorem 8.1: AXK is a bounded operator onFp(R3) with 1 4p < f and f <p < 2.

The second part, that is the boundedness for f < p < 2, can be shown in a different
way. We know from 2.m) that, for these values of p, Kf(feLp(U3)) is bounded. This
fact implies Kfe D(AX) and therefore AXK is defined on the whole space FP(R3). It
follows then from the closed graph theorem [7, p. 79] that AxKis a bounded operator.

3) See footnote p. 102.
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Explicitly we have, with (2.9),

W\P J3 f \Kf\"d3v[ -^-d3v^ f I?
J a-A' J a

IH**/II5 r-4T7rf3»< ¦ „. + 11*11? 11/11 p

A|'
l«-il<i

* Cp I ï—TTp
• ll/HJ + II^K »/Iß • (8-4)

J |a-A|p

Note Ó\F In the Fp-spaces given by Theorem 8.1, Lemma 5.2 and Corollary 6.3
could be formulated correspondingly.

Next we turn to the case/» ^ 2. Then the singularity ofAJX e G) is no longer locally
absolutely integrable to the power/». Therefore, the domain ofAXKcannot be the whole
space and one might believe that the operator would be unbounded. But this is not true
as the following theorem shows:

Theorem 8.2: AXK(X e G) is a bounded operator on D(AXK), if
a) XeG-dG: for 2 4p 4 »,
b) XedG for 2^p < 4
(dG is the boundary of G).

We emphasize that boundedness is claimed to hold on the (natural) domain
D(AXK) of AXK, that will turn out to be a proper subspace of FP(R3).

Proof: We begin by characterizing the domain of AXK. Let/eFp(R3), 2 4p < »
be an element of D(AXK). Since Kf=g is continuous 2.p), we must necessarily have

g(vj 0 (ik\x + v(vx) — A 0). Otherwise Axg would not be absolutely integrable to the

power p at v v^. On the other hand, as we shall see below, the condition g(yx) 0 is
also sufficient for/e D(AXK) (for the two cases specified in Theorem 8.2). With regard
to Lemma 2.1 we can write

C \Kf\pd3v C \Kf\pd3v"**- J W+ I l^W (8'5)

|«-A|«1 \a-H]>l

r iv—v°!*p
4C(v^(Xi + l),p',ß)\\f\\p !¦ ^d3r+||^|!p 11/11? (8.6)

J a —Ar
l«-*l<i

y°, denotes that point on the singular circle {v|fkv + v(v) — X 0} which lies closest to v.
To investigate the remaining integral, we distinguish between the two cases mentioned in
Theorem 8.2:

a) Because of the choice of v° the factor |v — v°| in (8.6) only depends on v and z,
so we have

|v - v?|2 v2 + v02 - 2vv°x(zz° + VT^T2 Vl-z02) (8.7)

XiidG implies \z°] < 1 and vx > 0. We expand the expression (8.7) near v°, z° in a Taylor
series. The leading terms read

v02

\v-vì\2~(v- vi)2 + -A-(Z _ __)2. (8.8)
i — zx
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Introducing w v(v) and u kvz we obtain

dv
w — Xx

dv
(v- v°) a(v- 4) a^O

(w-XJ

119

(8.9)

(8.10)

where X XX + iX2. Putting r2 (u - X2)2 + (w- XJ2 we see from (8.8), (8.9) and (8.10)
that |v — v?|2 ~ r2 as v —> v°. The integral (8.6) exists if ßp —p > —2. This can always be
achieved by a suitable choice of ß. When p > 3 we may choose /3 1, whereas when
2 4p < 3 we have to verify that the two conditions ßp — p > —2 and ß < (3 —p'/p')
(Lemma 2.1) are not in contradiction. But the first one is equivalent to ß > (2 — p'/p')
which is less than (3 -p'/p') so we can choose ß between these two values. (8.6) shows that
AxKis bounded on its domain. Moreover, the operator is closed and therefore D(AXK)
is also closed.4) This proves part a) of Theorem 8.2.

b) Let A e dG, i.e. z°x ±1. Furthermore let v°x ^ 0. Then (8.7) simplifies to

\y-y°\2 V°x2 + v2-2vv°xz.

Near v° we have

\y-y°x\2~-2vx2(z-z<i).

(8.11)

(8.12)

Therefore |v — v$|2 ~ r as v
of the integral (8.6) reads

ßP

-p > -2.

yx and the new condition which guarantees the existence

(8.13)

This can only be satisfied if p < A.

Now let v°x 0, Xx 1, A2 0. We obtain

|v-v°J2~i;2.

Since v°x 0 we have to take the next order in (8.9)

1 a2v
w 1~

2 dv2
•vf

(8.14)

(8.15)

Therefore, we see that again |v — v°|2 ~ r as v -*¦ v° and (8.13) must be satisfied. This
proves part b) of Theorem 8.2.

Note 8.2: From Theorem 6.1 or Corollary 6.3 we know that the Fi-norm of the
operator Ax Kis reduced with increasing k uniformly in some region of the A-plane, and
consequently the eigenvalues of AXK cannot exceed ||y4_.A'||_ in absolute value. We can
easily generalize Lemma 5.2 and establish the result that all eigenfunctions /e FP(R3),

*) But in general R(AXK) is not contained in D(AXK). One could introduce the new domain

n D((AXKT).
n-0
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f <p ^ », of AxKf= pf(pe C) are also elements of FX(R3). Therefore, in any one
of these Fp-spaces, we have \p\ < ||^4a-^IIi- In view of later applications, we confine
ourselves to the spaces L2(R3) and F^R3). In these cases, the spectrum of A XK for A £ G
is purely discrete since the operator is compact. Introducing the notion of the spectral
radius [7, p. 211]

r<r \\m\\(AxK)n\\1p",= max \p\ p 2, » (8.16)
n-nx> pee<AxK)

we get the result

rtt^\\AxKh XiG. (8.17)

As an example, we consider the spaceFC0(R3). According to (8.17) the spectral radius is
bounded as A approaches the boundary of G while the operator norm of AXK tends
towards infinity. To be definite, we take A to be real, —» < A < 1. We consider the operator

KAX inFM(R3) which is the dual operator of AXK with respect to Ft(R3). It follows
from our previous discussion of ||y4_ATHi, especially from (6.7), that uniformly in
—» < A < 1

\\AxK\\i= WKAJLk-^ q>2. (8.18)

Putting d= |1 - A| we get, using \\Ax\\œ d~\

ra lim \\Ax(KAxf-1K\\1Jn < lim d-1/V19-(1/n)||A:||1x/"Â:a/9,((1/")-1) c,*"1'« (8.19)
n-»oo n-nx>

We see that the spectral radius is estimated by the same bound as IMa-^IIi uniformly in
—» < A < 1.

9. Time Evolution in the Limit k -*¦ »

We know from Scharf [10] that the operator —Bk generates a contraction semigroup
T* in the space F2(R3). This result is mainly due to the fact that —Bk is dissipative, that
is 2.h) Re(—Bkff) < 0 [7, p. 250]. The semigroup T' solves the initial value problem
for the linearized Boltzmann equation according to

/(0 F</(0) e-**'/(0) (9.1)

T' has the contraction property

F'Kl- (9.2)

Moreover T' is a family of bounded operators in F2(R3) satisfying

T' Ts T'+s (r, O 0) (semigroup property)

T° i
lim T'f= T'of for each t0 > 0 (strong continuity) and each/e F2(R3).
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Theorem 6.1 tells us that the eigenvalues of —Bk move to the left in the complex plane
with increasing k. Ifk is sufficiently large, the half-plane Re A > — 1 is contained in the
resolvent set of —Bk. Since the character of time evolution is determined to a certain
degree by the location of the spectrum of the generator —Bk, one might expect that
estimate (9.2) could be replaced by a sharper one for sufficiently large k, for instance one of
the form

\\T'\\^Me-yt M>l,Q<y*l. (9.3)

But M =1 has to be excluded at once, since this would contradict dissipativity. For,
ifM=l,0<y«;l,

Re(F'/-/,/) Re(F'//) - ||/||2 < ||F'/II 11/11 - AW2 < ^'ll/ll2 - ll/ll2 < 0 (9.4)

and therefore

Re(-2*_/,/) lim Re - (T'f-fif) < -?||/||2. (9.5)
<->o t

Thus —Bk + y should be dissipative (at least for large k) but this is impossible since for
an eigenfunction/o(||/o|| 1) of/belonging to the eigenvalue 0 we have

Re((-5k + y)/0,/0) v>0 Vk (9.6)

clearly contradicting (9.5).
Now we prove

Theorem 9.1: Let 0 < y < 1 be given. Then there exists a constant My > 1 so that for
sufficiently large k

\\T'\\^Mye-yt. (9.7)

For k large enough, the value of My will turn out to be independent of k, it merely is a
function of y. (9.7) means that T' is a bounded semigroup of negative type [8] for
sufficiently large k.

Before proving this theorem, some preparations are necessary. First, consider the
operator K as a perturbation in -Bk -A + K(A iky + v(v)). Denoting by F0 eAt

the unperturbed semigroup generated by —A we can write down an integral equation
forF'[8, p. 495]:

t
T, T'o+ j TI'" KTS ds. (9.8)

o

We can solve (9.8) by successive approximation

T | T'H (9.9)
n=0

t

V+i \r0-sKTsnds (9.10)
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It can be proved by induction that

II7ÏIK WKf-é-
n\

(9.11)

where we used ||7_|| e '. We see from (9.11) that (9.9) is absolutely convergent and

\\r\\ ^ e~'em'. (9.12)

Since \\K\\ > 1 this result is not of much help with regard to Theorem 9.1 we are going
to prove. We will therefore truncate the series (9.9) after a finite number of terms and
treat the remainder by the following method. The semigroup F( can be expressed in
closed form by an inverted Laplace integral [1, p. 349]

a+io)

T'f= lim ~ f ext(Bk + Xy1fdX.
_-,» Ini J

(9.13)

The limit exists uniformly with respect to t in any interval [I/e, e], e > 0 (for t 0 the
limit is if). Since a > 0, the path of integration, F, runs entirely in the resolvent set of
-Bk(Fig.2).

The disadvantage of the representation (9.13) is that in general the integral is not
absolutely convergent. A customary technique in dealing with this integral is to deform
the path of integration such that it runs within a sector | arg A | > (n/2) + e (e > 0)
for |A| -*¦ ». This would produce an exponentially decaying integrand in (9.13). But in
our case, this method does not work because a(—Bk) is, for k -> », not confined to a
fixed sector of the complex plane. The series (9.9) can be recovered from (9.13) by
expanding (Bk + A)-1 in terms of A_XK, that is (see 3.b))

(Bk + Xy1= 2(A-,K)nA-X (9.14)

The series certainly converges if we choose Re A >0 large enough. Inserting (9.14)
in (9.13) and evaluating the integrals successively by means of the residue theorem, we
arrive at (9.9).

T

<j(-B

r

Figure 2
Paths of integration.
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Froo/(Theorem 9.1): First we consider the series (9.9) which we truncate after four
terms

f'= 2 T'n. (9.15)
n=0

Let y, 0 < y < 1 be given. We have with a suitable constant My

\\f'\\ < e-' 2 \\K\r-. e'"' 2 H*H" -,eyt" < Mve~" (916)
»=o "! »-o n\

(9.16) is valid for all k e R3.

To estimate the remainder

f'=2T'n (9.17)
n=5

of the series (9.9), we take representation (9.13) together with (9.14)

T* — J tr* 2 (A-xKf A_xdX=^-:j e»(A_xKf (1 - A_xK)'1 A.xdX.

r "5 r (9.18)

It is our intention to show the absolute convergence of this integral on the path of
integration F' (running from —y — /» to —y + j») lying on the left of the original path F
(Fig. 2). We discuss the operator (1 — A_xKy1 first. Until now its existence is obvious
only when dist[A,-C7] > \\K\\. But it follows from (8.17) that we can fix a value k„ such
as that for k^k„

rJA_xK)^r,<l (9.19)

uniformly in —1 < Re A < ». n denotes an arbitrary fixed number between 0 and 1.

Consequently, the half-plane -1 < Re A < » is contained in p(-Bk) or equivalently

1 e p(A_x K), -1 < ReA < », k ^ k„ (9.20)

and the series

R(1;A_XK) (1 -A-tK)-1- 2 (A-xKf (9,21)
n=0

converges in the operator norm. Moreover, we can show that the resolvent R(l ;A_XK)
is bounded in norm uniformly in —y 4, Re < », k ^ k„ by

\\R(1;A_XK)\\4 max ||(1 - /L,*)"1!! =Cy. (9.22)
k»kn

-v«ReA<oo

Once kn is fixed, the constant Cy is merely a function of y. (9.22) holds for the following
reasons: R(l ;A_XK) is a continuous function with respect to A and k because A_XKis
continuous (even holomorphic) in both variables. This is a consequence of a theorem
on the continuity of the resolvent given for example by Kato [8, p. 212]. Furthermore,
it follows from (4.6) that for sufficiently large k, say k 7* ky (suppose ky > k„)

\\A_xK\\*Zb<l (9.23)
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uniformly in —y ^ ReA < ». Then (9.21) is absolutely convergent and thus R(1;A_XK)
is uniformly bounded for —y ^ ReA < » and k ^ ky< In addition, for kn4k 4ky and
sufficiently large |A|, ||^_AAT|| < 1 in view of (3.3). Hence the continuous function
R(l ;A_XK) is bounded at infinity with respect to both variables. This fact implies that
it is bounded everywhere in —y < ReA < », k ^ k„ and assumes its maximum Cy at
some point.

To estimate (9.18), we actually would only need an upper bound of R(1;A_XK)
with respect to the straight line F' which would obviously be less or equal to Cy.

To show the absolute convergence of (9.18), we investigate the A2-dependence of
M__./Y|| (X XX + iX2). For this purpose, we revert to (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6). We calculate
the integral (4.5) by using the following estimate of v(v) + Ax valid uniformly in
—y ^ Xi < »

v(v) + Xi> Vbiv2 + b2 bib2>0 (9.24)

where bi and b2 are two suitable constants. When y->lwe must require that bx -> 0
and b2 -*• 0. Putting vx vz, we see, by (4.5), that

r d3v r d3v r d3v
J |/kv + v(t>) + A|4 J [(kvi + XJ2 + (v(v) + XJ2]2

< J [(kvi + X2)2 + biV2 + b2f

2 f f M>
71

J VlJ [(kvi + X2)2 + biV2 + bip2 + b2]2
~M 0

CO

_
n r 1

~
bi J Vl

(kvi + XJ2 + biv\ + b2
-co

n2

;======== (9 25)
biV(k2 + bi)b2+ biXi

Instead of (4.6), we obtain the sharper result

IIA-KI<WTl7dh^W- D->0' (9'26)

This allows us to estimate (9.18) on the integration path F' where the integral is
absolutely convergent. We get

dX2

2n(l-y)~y~y~ J ((k'+bJb^+biXlY'«AW < ^V7~~.r Cy °? e-yt \ „,, "7 7-, - ,-,^75 ^ Üy e~~"¦ (9-27)

Together with (9.16)

IIF'II ^ V|| + llf'H < (My + My)e->1 My e"»'. (9.28)

By construction, the constant My tends to infinity as y -*¦ 1. Thus Theorem 9.1 is proved.
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This theorem shows that the Fourier components/(k, v, t) ofa solution of the Boltzmann

equation (1.1) decay exponentially in time for large absolute values of the argument

k.
Next we are concerned with the equation whether the semigroup T' approaches a

limit as k -> ». Of course, the operator Bk does not converge to a well-defined operator,
but we expect from our discussion of its spectrum (Section 6) that the time evolution
according to T* approaches in some sense that generated by the operator —A —iky —

v(v) in the short-wavelength limit (k -> »). We call this semigroup V e~At. Then the
following theorem holds:

Theorem 9.2: For each/eF2(R3) and for arbitrary y, 0<y < 1, we have

lim ei'WT'f- V'fW 0.
k—>oo

The limit exists uniformly in 0 ^ t < ».
Proof: Remembering that V Tf0 we get from (9.9)

T' - V | F„ (9.29)
ii-i

The first term of this series reads (with the notation <x(v) iky + v(v))

T\f= J* e-'ivH,-s> j K(y, v') e-*<T'>s/(v')d3 v'\ ds. (9.30)

Therefore

t

II2Ï/II ^ \e-'\\\K(y,y')e«-^'»sf(y')d3v'\\ds. (9.31)
0

We consider the inner integral for fixed v and s

gk(y,s) J K(y, v')e(1-v(Y'»V-ifcv,J/(v')d3i;'. (9.32)

We know that A"(v,v') eF2(R3) with respect to v'. Since /eF2(R3), it follows that

A:(v,v')e(1-v(v'))s/(v') e LJU3)

with respect to v'.
Thus the integral (9.32) can be interpreted as the Fourier transform of an Lx-

function, at least for ^ > 0. Hence, by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma

lim |gk(v, 5)|=0 s>0. (9.33)
k ->txi

Furthermore __(v,.s) e L2(R3)(.s ^ 0) and

\g&,s)\ < j \K(y,y')\ \f(V)\d3v' e LJU3). (9.34)

Using Lebesgue's principle of dominated convergence, we conclude that

lim||_*_(Y,j)|| 0 s>0. (9.35)
»-?CO
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Since the estimate (9.34) is uniform with respect to s we see, by the same argument (the
point s 0 has measure zero), that

t

\\Tlf\\<e-A\\gk(y,s)\\ds -> 0. (9.36)
•I k->to
0

(9.15), (9.10) and (9.16) imply

||(f' - V')f\\ < J 1172/11 ^ Ny e"" \\gJLv,s)\\ds -> 0. (9.37)
n=l X *-><*

The remainder of the series (9.9) has already been estimated in (9.27). The constant
My introduced there is in fact reduced with increasing k as we see from the integral
occurring in (9.27). Hence

\\T'f- v'f\\ ^ \\f'f- v'f\\ + iir/ii < lïïy j* \\gk(y,s)\\ds + Mjk)\e-"^o.
(9.38)

This proves Theorem 9.2. The uniformity mentioned there follows from the uniform
convergence on every finite interval (which is obvious from (9.38)) together with (9.7)
which implies \\T - Vf\\ «; ||F'|| + ||F'|| «: (Mr + l)e-y>t for some y' > y. Theorem 9.2
is similar to a theorem given by Kato [8, p. 502] but with the difference that in our case
the semigroup T' does not converge to a well-defined semigroup which is independent
of/c.

In the space F00(R3) an analogous theorem holds, but moreover, we have:

Theorem 9.3: Let/e Fœ(R3) and y be any number 0 < y < 1. Then

lim étt\\Tt-Vt\\x Q.
k—>ao

The limit exists uniformly in any interval t e [e, »), s > 0.
Before we turn to the proof, we look at the general properties of the semigroups

T* and V in the space FM(R3). First, the spectrum of Bk is essentially the same in the two
spaces. In particular, there is the essential spectrum G and the isolated eigenvalues, both
being identical in FM(R3) and F2(R3). Moreover, the operator K is compact in FW(R3)
(Lemma 7.2). Second, the operator —Bk generates a so-called quasi-bounded semigroup
(8, p. 495) in Fa,(R3) but not necessarily a contraction semigroup. It follows from the
perturbation theory for semigroups [8, p. 495] that we have

||71, < e<-1+™»>', \\K\L>1. (9.39)

This rather modest result can be improved similarly as in Theorem 9.1. The method is
the same as before and is shown in the proof of Theorem 9.3 below.

Proof: We revert to (9.30) and obtain by changing the order of the two integrals

t

T[f= £>-'<»>' f d3v'K(y,y')f(y') \ dye(a(v)-'"(y'))s

e

o

-«(V)»
d3 v' K(y, y')f(y') —— -—. (9.40)

a(v) - a(v
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Let t > s > 0 and 0 < y < 1. We estimate (9.40) by

/ r g(y-v(>'))« I Wy y')| \
\J l«(v)-a(v)| J |a(v)-a(v)|/

uniformly in r ^ e > 0. (9.41)

The integrals in (9.41) can be estimated by the same method as we treated \AxKlx in
Section 6, that is, by means of suitable Holder inequalities (the A there is replaced by
a(v)). Thanks to the exponential factors, the integrals represent bounded functions with
respect to v and as k increases the integrals vanish. Therefore

eyt\\T[\\rn -> 0 uniformly in t > e. (9.42)
k-*<x>

Using (9.10) we see that

Itr- PL< I \\TÌL^Ay(k)e-y -> 0 (Ay(k) -> 0). (9.43)
n-l k-rCO k-*CO

Here we summed up five terms in T1 instead of only four as in (9.37). The remaining
integral reads

%,=— [ dXekt
2ni J (A-tW-A^Ky'A.,. (9.44)

Again a relation corresponding to (9.22) exists. But the reason for this is not the same as
in (9.22), for the F_-norm of A_x K is not reduced with increasing k, that is, the analogue
of (9.23) does not hold. Yet we know from Note 8.2, especially (8.19), that the spectral
radius of A_XKis small for large k, precisely

rJA_x K) ^ n < 1 for k 7* k„, uniformly in -1 < Re A < ». (9.45)

Furthermore, considering the half-plane —y < Re < », 0 < y < 1, by (8.18) and (8.19)

\\(A-xK)TJn<d-1'nc1A1'ni\\K\[A'nk-1'2'> d=l-y, q>2 (9.46)

for n ^ 2 uniformly in k ^ k„ and —y ^ ReA < », assuming k„ > 1.

If we choose k„ so large that k„ > el9, then beyond a certain value of«, say « > N,
the right-hand side in (9.46) is smaller than 1, uniformly ink>k„ and —y ^ ReA < »,
that is

\\(A_xK)Xln ^1 - t fi>0 (9.47)

where e is a sufficiently small number. Thus we obtain from (9.21)

n-i »
v-mA^Ky'L^ 2 \\(A-XK)\\»+ 2 O-«)"

«-0 n=N

2^+(1-e)"'rc;- (9-48)

n=0
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Finally, we consider the operator KA_X with regard to its A2-dependence (X Xx + iX2).
We have

f K(y y')

* »/»-(J wir"«)" (I i^Tir)"* ' <M9)

The second integral on the right-hand side has already been discussed in (9.25) and (9.26).
Therefore, by integrating over F'

\\T'\L< fjl}K\2e-y \ dXJ\KA.xf -> 0. (9.50)
27t(l-y)2 _J_ je-»

Hence Theorem 9.3 follows from (9.43) and (9.50).
Theorems 9.2 and 9.3 show that the influence of the integral operator Kon the time

evolution is negligible for k -*¦ ». The collision operator / only appears through the
collision frequency v(v) which acts as a damping factor on the amplitude of the initial
disturbance. In the linearized Boltzmann equation, the collision frequency describes the
damping due to the collisions between the 'disturbed molecules' and the surroundings
which are assumed to be in equilibrium. We see that this effect is dominant ifwe consider
a strongly inhomogeneous disturbance in space (k large). On the other hand, it is well-
known that for smooth initial disturbances (k small), the full collision operator /
becomes important.
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